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Once she encountered such difficulties in life and wanted to find a job to support her 
family People, she will use the high-paid crew as bait to coax the other party to Mexico, 
then murder the target in Mexico, and then resell the organs. 

Moreover, she specially designed a chain plan, first inform the other party that she has 
this channel to help introduce, After attracting the other party with a high salary, he also 
pretended to ask a friend to do a free medical examination for the other party, and even 
made up a pretext, saying that the medical examination report must be presented when 
boarding the ship 

. I didn’t do it, so I did a comprehensive physical examination in the United States. 
During the 

physical examination, these devils have already begun to look for matching patients in 
North America who need organs. Once the matching is successful, they will start 
negotiating prices. After negotiating, immediately coax the target to Mexico. 

The reason why Mexico was chosen is because the law and order in Mexico is chaotic, 
there are many gangs, and there are many areas that the police can’t reach. Whether it 
is murder, surgery, or dealing with corpses, it is much easier than the United States and 
Canada. 

Moreover, after a person disappears from Mexico, family members generally do not 
notice anything unusual, because they will let the other party tell the family that they are 
about to board the ship, and they will not be able to contact them for the next few 
months. 

After waiting for a year and a half, or even longer, the family members have not been 
able to wait for news and awareness 

, this person is no longer possible to find. 

In this way, enough time can be left for Jovie and others. 

And a person like Jovie, as long as it’s money, no matter how dark or dirty she is, she 
doesn’t care. 

In addition to this kind of thing, she also specially selected compatriots who came to 
visit relatives in the United States, and used a serial scheme to induce them to become 
mules for transporting prohibited items 



If you are caught in the United States, you will basically be imprisoned for life. If you are 
caught in the country, you will basically die. 

If he succeeded by luck, the other party would have nothing in return at all, and he 
would not even know that he had walked before the gate of hell. 

And when Jovie achieves her desired goal in one place, she will start over in another 
place and with a different identity. Therefore, those who have helped her bring goods 
but are kept in the dark and want to continue to maintain friendship with Jovie , you will 
suddenly find that this person suddenly disappears from the world after a certain day, 
and can no longer find any news related to her. 

Using this kind of deception, Jovie has obtained huge returns for herself, and at the 
same time sent many innocent people to prison, and even sent them to the guillotine. 

But she doesn’t care about the fate and life and death of these people at all. For her, 
money is the only thing worth paying attention to. Everything else can make way for 
money. 

The reason why Jovie likes to coax these amateurs to help is not only that these 
amateurs only spend their feelings, not money, but more importantly, because these 
amateurs don’t know anything, their whole person’s state will be extremely natural, so 
they are in When facing the customs officers and security personnel, they will not show 
the slightest tension and unnaturalness at all. 

Even a person who has undergone professional training cannot achieve the natural 
state when an amateur is completely in the dark. 

Therefore, such an amateur will have a much higher success rate in customs clearance. 

Moreover, by creating a successful person, a close eldest sister, and a helpful person, 
Jovie can easily make the target person like Elaine become friends with her. She 
always feels that such a successful woman can become friends with her in the future. 
Surely there are only advantages and no disadvantages. 

As everyone knows, it is this kind of mentality that makes Jovie’s success rate in pulling 
people into the water surprisingly high. 

Anyone who can get to know Jovie well will basically fall into the trap she carefully 
prepared. 

And right now, Jovie’s number one prey is Elaine! 
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deeper After the family of three returned to the hotel, Elaine received the business card 
information pushed by Jovie. 

The other party’s nickname is “Grateful Heart”. Judging from the head portrait, it is 
probably a woman in her 40s who is very well maintained. 

Moreover, the photo of the head portrait was taken on a very luxurious private jet. 

After all, Elaine is also a person who has taken a private jet. The luxurious trip to the 
United States is unforgettable for her. 

Therefore, when she saw the head of this woman, she instinctively thought that this 
woman must be very powerful. 

So, she silently went back to her room, added the other party’s friend, and wrote “Hello, 
I’m Sister Jovie’s friend.” 

After the message was sent, the other party quickly approved her friend application. 
Then the other party sent her a smile, followed by a voice message: “Hello, are you 
Elaine?” 

Elaine quickly replied: “It’s me, Sister Jovie should have already told you. Right? I just 
happened to fly from New York to Hong Kong Island this Sunday, and then transfer 
back to the mainland.” The 

other party replied, “Oh, that’s great, then we should all be on the same flight. By the 
way, are you first class or economy? Cabin?” 

Elaine hurriedly said: “My son-in-law bought me a first-class cabin.” The 

other party smiled and said: “That’s good, I also bought a first-class cabin, and then we 
can check in together after we meet at the airport. Choose a seat closer.” 

“Okay, okay.” Elaine agreed with a smile, and then asked, “I don’t know what your name 
is?” The 

other party replied, and my name is Stella.” 

Elaine smiled . He said, “Oh, this name is not common!” 

The other party smiled and said, “It’s alright, one of my cousins is in the beverage 
business. He is very famous in China. You should have heard of him.” After 



that, the other party sent a character encyclopedia. Elaine clicked in to take a look. Not 
scared at all! 

On the Encyclopedia, the rich man surnamed Zong is a famous beverage king, with a 
family asset of more than 100 billion, and it is still US dollars! 

Elaine was overwhelmed with turbulent waves, and couldn’t help but ask: “OMG is this 
boss Zong your relative?” 

“Yes.” The woman who claimed to be Stella said very modestly: “But we are both 
Distant relatives are not so close, and our family’s business is not as big as others do. 
People 

The family assets of my family have already exceeded 100 billion US dollars. Our family 
is only a few billion US dollars, not even a fraction of other people’s. It’s too far, 
compared with others, it’s really a difference between clouds and mud, and it’s not 
worth mentioning. “ 

Speaking, the other party said: “If you didn’t mention that my surname is very rare, I 
would not tell you about this relationship, after all, it is a distant relative, and I always 
talk about it with others, and it seems that I am a person.” Some foxes are fake. “ 

Hearing the other party’s words, Elaine’s heart was full of admiration for this woman 
named Stella. 

In her opinion, some people’s modesty is false modesty and true pride, while some 
people’s modesty is He is really humble and not proud, and Stella is the latter. Even 
though he is 

worth billions of dollars, he still speaks of himself as worthless. This kind of humility is 
unheard of. 

Elaine can’t help but sigh: “The gap between this person and the other person is indeed 
huge! I was crazy about carrying a basic Hermès and taking a private jet drawn by a 
lottery. I didn’t expect that people’s worth of billions of dollars would be so low-key. 
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While sighing, Elaine suddenly remembered something, and thought to herself, “She’s 
already so rich, why doesn’t she take a private jet? ” Thinking of 

this, Elaine was going to ask a question. 



It wasn’t because she had doubts about Stella’s identity, but because she felt that if the 
other party really had a private jet, or could afford a private jet, how could she be? 
Wouldn’t it be possible to take a stab at it again? 

Just when Elaine was about to ask, the other party sent another message, Elaine 
hurriedly clicked to play, and the other party said in his voice: “Oh, since you are Sister 
Jovie’s friend, you should have sat at my house with me. This will save you the trouble. 
Anyway, for me, it is the same for me to pull one or two private jets, but this time period 
is really unfortunate, because my plane has reached the regular maintenance level. The 
flight time is long, and it has now been flown to Georgia for maintenance, and their 
Gulfstream company has a backlog of planes recently, so they will not be able to return 
for a while.” When 

Elaine heard this, he was slightly disappointed, but at the same time she felt that others 
Sure enough, they are strong and have their own private jets, which is something 
ordinary people can do. 

Thinking of the other party’s mention of Gulfstream, she smiled and said, “Oh, your 
family’s private jet is also a Gulfstream? When I came to the United States this time, I 
booked a Gulfstream G650 from Aurous Hill. The plane is really good and flies fast. It is 
stable, and the environment inside is also first-class!” 

I still have something to do right now, the person in charge of Citibank New York branch 
is visiting at home, I have to entertain you, and we will talk when you arrive in New 
York!” 

Elaine admired her even more when she heard it. 

Citibank Elaine still knows, which itself is a multinational bank headquartered in New 
York. 

More importantly, Elaine once suffered a big loss in Citibank. When he heard Citibank, 
he felt cold in his back and sore in his right leg. 

So, she quickly said, “It’s alright, you’ll be busy first, and I’ll contact you when I get to 
New York!” 

After saying this, the other party gave Elaine a handshake expression, and then she 
didn’t send any more messages. 

Elaine didn’t say anything, but quickly clicked on the other party’s Moments and scrolled 
down a little bit. 

It doesn’t matter if you look at it, for Elaine, it’s like a knife pulling his butt and opening 
his eyes! 



This woman’s circle of friends is almost full of all kinds of tours, eating, drinking, and 
having fun. 

Some were shot on private jets, some were shot on luxury yachts, and I always like to 
ride horses, play golf, and run around the world. 

She even went to the North and South Poles on a scientific research ship! 

Elaine looked at the colorful life of the other party, and sighed inwardly: “Damn, it’s the 
same life, how can people live so unrestrainedly, but I have to spend most of my f*cking 
life with that useless Jacob, the most beautiful life in life. Time is all gone…” 

When he sighed, Elaine didn’t realize that he had fallen deeper and deeper into this 
scam. 

Moreover, she didn’t notice that although there are many pictures of this woman’s circle 
of friends, not many really show her face. 

Moreover, many of the pictures of scenic spots and scenic spots around the world that 
she posted were actually found on the Internet. 

As long as Elaine takes a little thought, downloads all these landscape pictures to his 
mobile phone, and then uses a picture search engine to search, he can find the real 
origin of these pictures. 

It’s a pity that although Elaine is not a good person, her understanding of the world is 
relatively simple, and her understanding of mobile phones, the Internet, and social 
software is too superficial, and she does not have basic dialectical skills. 

And the more such a person is, the easier it is to be targeted by people with bad 
intentions! 

 


